3i2	BALKAN BALLADS
disasters of the fifteenth century are recorded in laments of this
sort: the fall of Constantinople in 1453 is mirrored in Constantine
Dragazes* Death, which depicts his heroic despair, and in a ballad
on the saving of the relics in St. Sophia (Politis 2). The fall of
Trebizond and Poliokastro in 1461, and the heroic defence of
Kordyle by a woman, follow hard upon these pieces. The conquest
of Greece was not completed until a century later. Skanderbeg
held out in Epirus and Albania, and a ballad speaks of a general
Epirot rising against the Turks in the decade following 1565. The
period was brought to an end by the battle of Lepanto in 1571.
The Sea-fight and the Slave speaks of Don John's triumph (calling
him Regas) and the death of Ali Pasha. The battle saved the west-
ern Mediterranean lands from Turkish invasion, but the attempt
to carry the war into the eastern basin resulted in a stalemate. The
hapless Greeks were abandoned by the westerners, and the Turks
had leisure to devour them.
The Greek resistance, no longer national but personal and local,
was the work of Epirot klephts. The word means no more than
'robber', so low had freedom sunk. The importance of the
klephtic ballads as the nurse of Greek independence cannot be
over-estimated. Their poetical worth is often slight. They were
little more than bulletins giving news of the revolt of some leader,
a successful raid, a lucky escape, and the inevitable capture and
death of the klepht. But so long as such news circulated, Greeks
could not forget that their mountains at least were free. The
oldest piece of klephtic verse is probably that which celebrates
Malamos, who revolted at the instigation of the Venetians in 1585.
In the seventeenth century klephtic ballads remain rare: one hears
of a certain Bishop Serapheim of Phanari, who was unjustly
executed in 1612 on suspicion of complicity with the insurgents,
and of Nikolas Tsouvaras, who made an attack on Louro in 1672
and carried off the local commander. From the last quarter of the
century the succession of klephtic ballads extends without interrup-
tion down to the War of Independence, and we hear the names of
Metsoisos, old Mpoukovalas, Demakes, Liazes, Ntritzas, Tsoulkas,
young Mpoukovalas, Milionis, Kolokotronis, Botzaris, and many
others.
As the eighteenth century drew to a close the klephtic resistance
took more ambitious forms. The decadence of the Sublime Porte
was evident; the rise of Russia brought a new great power into the

